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Transportation of SBS Tanks to even the most remote locations
over the most rugged terrain is possible with forward planning
and guidance from the experienced team at SBS

SBS TANKS’ AFRICAN FOOTPRINT, AND BEYOND

CHANGING THE FACE
of liquid storage
solutions in mining
SBS Tanks – a world-class liquid storage solution designed and manufactured by South African
based SBS Water Systems – boasts over 17 years’ experience complying with the stringent
technical, health & safety and environmental demands of the mining industry.

S

BS Water Systems pioneered the
acceptance of modular zincalume
liquid storage solutions in the
African market in 1998 and this year
celebrates its 17th anniversary as a solutions
partner of choice to many major role players
in the mining industry throughout the African
continent and abroad.
The drive and ability to go beyond being
simply a tank supplier and engaging with
its customers on all levels of a project,
providing expert technical advice from the
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opening brief, through the design phase,
installation and finally, commissioning of
the project is what sets SBS apart from
others in the marketplace.
As a result of this level of dedication
its customers receive not only a worldclass liquid storage solution, but also
a positive and productive experience
that encompasses the entire sales,
manufacturing and delivery process.
SBS Tanks’ sales and marketing manager
Brian Wilson attributes the company’s

phenomenal level of repeat business and
satisfied customers to its resolve to put the
customer and their needs at the forefront
of each and every enquiry and order - no
matter how large or small.
The company firmly believes that
educating its valued customers has
immense benefit to all concerned and
offers in-house technical presentations and
demonstration builds of SBS Tanks as a part
of its service package. “An educated group
of associates with full knowledge of both
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the capabilities and limitations of the SBS
Tanks range means that our solutions are
specified for the correct applications and
locations and more importantly develops a
lasting relationship and trust between our
businesses,” says Wilson.
Beyond its customer-focused philosophy,
another strength that features highly on
the list of reasons to partner with the SBS
Tanks team is the vast technical knowledge
base which the company has developed
from many years of practical industry

experience supplying liquid storage
solutions to the mining industry and others
worldwide.
The industry knowledge within SBS
extends from the top down, from the
managing and financial directors along
with members of the senior management
team who have been actively involved in
the liquid storage solutions industry for
over 20 years.
Further securing SBS’s foothold in the
industry as the leading source for liquid

storage solutions is an internal technical
department offering design and drawing
services at any stage of the project life
cycle, a knowledgeable sales team who are
industry focused, a contracts management
department skilled at managing projects
in a wide array of applications and an army
of fully trained and certified installation
teams with the ability to deliver the SBS
commitment to product and service
excellence to site with full confidence.
While SBS Tanks are uniquely suited to

While SBS Tanks are uniquely suited to the
harsh conditions presented by the African
environment, the SBS footprint extends far
beyond the continent’s borders
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the harsh conditions presented by the
African environment, the SBS footprint
extends far beyond the continents borders
with an established and growing network
of knowledgeable distributors servicing
North and South America, the Middle East
and Australasia. Wilson states that SBS’s
success in the global market is a direct
result of the company’s responsiveness to
adapt the SBS Tanks range to suit regional
geographic and climatic conditions such
as seismic events and cyclonic winds. This
is coupled with its distributor’s superior
ability to understand and exceed the
quality and service expectations of blue
chip international businesses across a wide
range of industries.
Operating within the global marketplace
has given SBS the opportunity to reinforce
its commitment to quality by pursuing
and being awarded the coveted SABS
ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management
Systems certification. SBS again goes a step
beyond others by covering its quality for
all aspects including design, development,
manufacture, supply and installation of its
Zincalume storage
Designed for long service solutions.
The modular
life in harsh conditions,
design of the
the SBS Tanks range
product also
is manufactured using
plays a key role
original bluescope
in the success
zincalume steel
of SBS Tanks,
both locally and
internationally. As an example, its flagship
model ST31/09 (3 300 kℓ gross capacity)
can be manufactured and loaded into a 40’
ocean container within eight weeks of order
for delivery anywhere in the world and then
assembled within 18 days of arrival on site.
Transportation of SBS Tanks to even
the most remote locations over the
most rugged terrain is possible with
forward planning and guidance from the
experienced team at SBS.
Designed for long service life in
harsh conditions, the SBS Tanks range is
manufactured using original bluescope
zincalume steel due to its unrivalled history
of consistent quality. All roof trusses and
accessories are hot dipped galvanised to
internationally recognised standards to
insure long service life.
The SBS700 potable water liner which
serves to retain water as well as provide
a barrier between it and the metal tank
shell is manufactured from a proprietary
multi-layer, woven reinforced PVC material
certified to AS/NZS 4020:2005 for materials
in contact with drinking water. The
company also offers other liner solutions
including a heavier flexible non-potable
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SBS Water Systems pioneered the
acceptance of modular zincalume
liquid storage solutions in the
African market in 1998

liner and HDPE on-site welded solutions for
storage of extremely aggressive liquids.
The SBS Tanks range is available in a
wide range of capacities, heights and
diameters from the smallest 12 kℓ ST04/02
(2.73m diameter x 2.14 m height) to the
largest capacity 3 301 kℓ ST31/09 (21,16m
Diameter x 9,39m Height). SBS Tanks®
can be interconnected to provide larger
SBS Tanks African
footprint

capacities and can be supplied with or
without roof covers where open top
applications are required.
SBS Tanks are offered in the standard
zincalume mill finish or epoxy powder
coated to the customer’s requirements.
Contact SBS Water Systems today to
experience our superior service world-class
liquid storage solutions. MRA
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